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Abstract

In this paper, the problem of predicting excessive leak rates through the through wall cracks in tubes at the
tube - tube support plate intersections is discussed in some detail. Basically, we are able to define the leak rate
through an individual defect. On the steam generator level, which actually means the sum of all individual leak rates,
a new approach is introduced.

The main characteristic of the new approach is seeking for a probability of exceeding the allowable leak
rate rather than estimating more or less conservative highest expected leak rate value. This however introduces
extensive computational effort which practically prevents the use of direct Monte Carlo simulations. Some
possibilities to reduce the computational effort are discussed and their preliminary results compared. Also, some
exact solutions were found and compared with numerical solutions achieved with the first order reliability method.
Directions for future work in this important topic are given.

1 Introduction

Common design principles of NPP demand extremely low probability of abnormal
leak rate, of rapidly propagating failures, and of gross ruptures [1]. According to this
principles steam generator tubes are one of the essential subcomponents of PWRs. Aging of
tubes made of Inconel 600 has implications on both plant operation and safety. Two potential
failure modes of the tubes are of special concern for the plant safety:
• bursting of tubes;
• excessive leak rate of reactor coolant from primary to secondary side.
The last failure mode (excessive leak rate of reactor coolant from primary to secondary side)
is investigated in this paper. The main goal of the investigation is to estimate probability of
exceeding allowable leak rate. The results can be used for example to compare efficiency of
different plugging criteria. Preliminary results of the investigation are given in this paper.

The leak rate through defect can be described with mathematical models. Presently
known models are rather unreliable. One of the reasons of unreliability is rather complex
modelling of two phase flow [2].

The second reason of unreliability is the morphology of intergranular cracks [3].
Those cracks follow the grain boundaries and therefore have random shapes. The leak rate
through a labyrinth of intergranular cracks is not easily predictable. It however depends on
pressure difference between primary and secondary coolant. Consequently the models used
for simulation of leak rates exhibit large scatter. Using probabilistic methods is an
appropriate way of addressing scatter.
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Our final goal is to estimate a probability of the sum of individual leak rates
exceeding allowable leak rate for an arbitrary distribution of individual leak rates. First of
all we derive the closed form solution for some analytical distributions: exponentially and
uniformly distributed individual leak rates. Those distributions are not very realistic.
However because of the existing closed form solutions they can be accepted as reference
cases in further development. Working with other arbitrary distributions is the main scope
of our future work.

2 Leak rates through SG tubes

Individual leak rate through a single defect is a random variable, denoted by Qt. We
assume that its probability density function (p.d.f.) is known and denoted by f((Q). A
probability that the total leak rate QM exceeds the allowable leak rate Q^^, can be written
in the form:

CfflftX
(1)

where n is the number of individual leak rates through defects.

Further assumptions:
• all individual leak rates are from the same population:

• individual leak rates are statistically independent:

This further implies that the usual solution in the form of Failure integral [4] is feasible:

Pr f ^(fiQtdQi) (4)

P/ indicates the probability of exceeding allowable leak rate as defined in eq. (1). Failure

function g is defined here as:

3 Exact solutions

We can make the first examination with exponentially distributed individual leak rates. In
this case the probability density function can be written as:

1 "T (6)

where parameter p represents the average value of all individual leak rates. Considering the
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failure function defined in eq.(5), Pf in a case of an individual leak rate through a single
defect is obtained from:

For two independent, equally distributed individual leak rates, similar reasoning gives:

1 " T 8

o o P2

Soon, the following pattern is obtained:

(8)

2!p2 3!P

Q£ (9)

which can be written as:

Qlmix (10)
hn ft iip'

This is in fact the cumulative Poisson distribution with parameter k = Q^ / p . The relation
between Pf and n for parameters Qtaa = 40 l/h and p = 0.032 l(h is shown in Fig. 1.
Detailed description of the data used in calculations is given in Section 5.
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Figure 1 Probability of Exceeding Allowable Leak Rate for Exponentially Distributed
Individual Leak Rates

For large n this expression becomes independent of distribution of individual leak rates and
allowable leak rate Q ^ :

=1
(11)

This makes sense, as a sum of a large number of small individual leak rates can easily
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exceed any limit. The exponential distribution has the form [5]:

"4 (12)
F(x) = 1 - e p

Therefore we can write the eq. (10) as:

It is obvious, that the probability of exceeding allowable leak rate Py depends on distribution

of individual leak rates and the number of them n.

The second examination was made with uniformly distributed individual leak rates
with probability density function in that form [5]:

AQ.) =
— if a i Q. & b
b-a ' (14)

0 otherwise

where a is the lower- and b the upper limit of the uniform distribution. To simplify the
calculation we investigate only the case with Q^^ z b. Similarly as in the exponential case
and recalling the failure function defined in eq.(5), Pf of an individual leak rate through a
single defect is obtained from:

J> J b-a b-a
a

For two independent, equally distributed (i.e.d.) individual leak rates we have:

To get the general formula it is necessary to look after Pf for three i.e.d. individual leak
rates:

P = i - v°"» w w - » ™' (17)
/>B=3 6 - a 6(fc-a)2

For « i.e.d. individual leak rates it follows:

P = l - M " " (18)
b-a n\ (b - a)"'1

A useful further simplification is setting a = 0. Then eq. (18) reduces to:

P = i _ ^ 1 (19)
f'n n\ bn

It is easy to show, that Pf again depends on distribution function and number n of individual
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leak rates through defects:

F"(O (20)

In Fig. (2) the relation between Pf and n for parameters a = 0 l/h, b = 40 l/h with average

value of 20 l/h and Q = 40 l/h can be seen. (For description of data see Section 5.)

Figure 2
No. of individual leak rates

Probability of Exceeding Allowable Leak Rate for Uniformly Distributed
Individual Leak Rates

Also in the case with the uniformly distributed individual leak rates we can prove, that
for large n this expression becomes independent of distribution and allowable leak rate Q^^:

(21)

There are possible cases, where b z QmMX s 2b. In this case one individual leak rate at a time

can never exceed the allowable leak rate (Pf Hml = 0). However, two or more together can.

With assumption of a = 0 and according to eq. (16) for the two i.e.d. individual leak rates
it follows:

p . -QL * **<?.« - 2b2

f'n=2 2~b2

and similar for three i.e.d. individual leak rates according to eq. (17):

-2<?
7.«=3

which leads to the general formula:

n\b

(22)

(23)

This is sufficient for our purpose although the cases with
solution.

(24)

> 2b are not included in this
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The uniform distribution does not represent real conditions. This limits its
applicability to the reference case for numerical calculations.

4 Numerical solutions with First Order Reliability Method

The First Order Reliability Method (FORM) [6] can estimate arbitrary failure
integrals through linearization of failure function and transformation of basic variables into
standard normal variables [7].

For standard normal basic variables and linear failure function the failure integral (eq.
(4)) can be solved by [4]:

Pf = *(-pp (25)

where $ is the standard normal distribution and P* the reliability index.

The above assumptions about distribution of individual leak rate lead to the following
simplified state of the FORM:
• symmetry in distributions tend to yield a symmetrical solution
• in this case, the design point (the point in standard normal space on failure

function g(Q) = 0 with minimal distance to the origin) in the physical space
is given as:

Qt-Q2 = - = <? = ̂ f (26)

indicating that analysis of individual leak rates define the whole family of solutions for n
leak rates. The coordinates of the design point are then transformed to the standard normal
space via:

„ -A- I [ JP(<W|1 (27)

This defines reliability index in the form of:

hn"u\A^ ( 2 8 )

The failure probability is therefore given by:

The numerical solution obtained is equal to the exact solution for n = 1. For n > 1 FORM
tends to underestimate the exact solution. This is consistent with the generally known
tendency that the error of FORM increases with increased dimension of the problem n.

5 Numerical example

A typical Westinghouse D-4 steam generator as installed in the Kr§ko nuclear power
plant is considered in the numerical example.
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As a first approximation, the distributions of individual leak rates are assumed to be
exponential and uniform. Both exponential and uniform distribution of individual leak rates
are considered to be a poor approximation of real conditions. They were only used here
because of existing closed form solutions for comparison with numerical results.

Parameters used for calculations for exponentially distributed individual leak rates are
calculated from bobbin coil voltage distribution during inspection of SGI tubes in 1993 NPP
KrSko by procedure described in [8]. The calculated average value of individual leak rates

is P = 0.032 l/h. Allowable leak rate is assumed to be Q^ = 40 l/h [9], For uniformly
distributed individual leak rates we take the same value for allowable leak rate. According
to the behaviour of this distribution (see Section 3) we selected a = 0 and b = 40 l/h with
average value of 20 l/h.

Figures (1) and (2) show exact and numerical solutions for the previously defined
parameters of exponentially and uniformly distributed individual leak rates. It is clearly
shown that the numerical solution with FORM always underestimates the exact solution.

The probability of exceeding the allowable leak rate Pf can be estimated by the
known number of individual leak rates. It can be seen that larger number of individual leak
rates cause higher probability of exceeding the allowable leak rate.
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Influence of Parameter X for Exponentially Distributed Individual Leak Rates

For exponentially distributed individual leak rates a straightforward relation between Q ^

and p exists (X = Qmial P) . Parameter X simply represents the number of average

individual leak rates through defects which exceed the allowable leak rate. Plotting a

probability of failure for different parameters X (Fig. 3) confirmed this observation.

Increasing the value of X also increases the difference between numerical and exact solution.
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6 Conclusions

First of all we can conclude that the sum of individual leak rates can be estimated
from distribution of individual leak rates. Closed form solutions for uniformly and
exponentially distributed individual leak rates are derived in the paper. Sum of exponentially
distributed individual leak rates follows the Poisson distribution (eq. 10). It should be
mentioned that analyzed distributions do not fit the real conditions very well. They can only
be accepted as reference cases in further development.

In the second part of the paper a numerical solution using First Order Reliability
Method is presented. From the comparison of exact results with FORM results we can
conclude, that FORM consistently underestimates the exact solutions. It is shown, that larger
number of individual leak rates causes higher probability of exceeding allowable leak rate.
With increasing the number of individual leak rates the difference between numerical and
exact solution also increases.

Although with relatively low computational effort, the numerical method implemented
(FORM) leads to results which are not accurate enough. Therefore, better numerical methods
to assess probability of exceeding allowable leak rate will be addressed in the future. Also,
the arbitrary distributions of individual leak rates which better represent the real conditions
will be applied.
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